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The bic lid that blocked the Vallon des Auffes
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(Top) lure painting al fresco
(Bottom) detail from FFS installation

F.F.S
THE MARITIME PAINTER –
Jean Baptiste Olive (1848-1936)
From seaside Marseille
Unsure of his position amongst 19th greats
Reportedly preferred to do his own thing.
Took his views to Paris
Painted postcards of maternal woe by the river Seine.
His odes to Marseille
An inseparable charge
The Sardine an emblem of inescapable self-mockery

*C’est la sardine qui a bouché le port de Marseille.
* A painting sardine obscuring the view of Vieux Port is an obvious reference to a ship called
the Sartine which sank in the mouth of the harbour As a meme the story mutated the name
into «sardine» and became a sarcasm, the resulting story became retold as a Marseillais
joke. The joke denotes the common perception that the Marseillais like to exaggerate.

MY BINÔME IS DAN WALWIN
And what I’d like to mention is that we’re two English guys who met in Marseille via a friend. His participation has been made by vitual connection. Cutting
out the need to be here, although he is able to imagine being in Marseille all the same. I find it very pertinent in the context of «Artistes sur Artistes» that
our project begins by talking about a Marseillais artist.
By entering this story, reanimating it and imagining a new form we’re able to talk about a multiplex of ideas about identity. And whilst working we are able
to remain light. Between the idea of collectivity to the individual. Arriving at an issue which the group has. How to create a meaningful image as a collective

.

Page from Artistes sur Artistes edition

CONTEXT
«Artistes sur Artistes» is an experimental project that first came into being online and then on the air. We used the internet to publish and exchange texts
between artists, about artists we knew. It was an opportunity to experiment with words, to add extra voices to those of curators and art critics, to circulate
interests, creations and also to draw the outlines of a community. How do artists experiment with different mediums today in Marseille? We have restricted participation to artists living or having stayed in Marseille..
The exhibition is the third part of a collective project to make visible a collaboration where the notion of invitation is essential. The project is organized
collectively without a curator, and together we work on scenography, organization, editing and communication.
*Words translated from http://artistes-sur-artistes.com/about.html
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Stills from Anti-fishing videos

BANTER

Very nice. love dem
perches :)

otally think your application is
great- fun and serious! Did you
ever hearing of tickling fish? i
must have read it in some roald
dahl book- where you tickle the
fish gently underneath as if kind
of seducing it, then flicking it
onto the shore? not sur if there
is any truth in that!

I dreamed, plenty of fish, all sizes
and colours, catching them with my
hands. Above me, 20m in the sky
a cuboid of clear seawater linked
to rocks. Beautiful! I catch another
fish, this time large, rondish texture a
bitlike a sponge, a bit ugly infact. I tell
my chef friend that it would make a
great fish supper, he says no, it's too
old. The fish leaps out my hands and
tries to reach the water.

went to a nice Calanque beach the
other day and made a few lures with
the beach crap. There were lot's
of washed up seeds from maritime
pine trees which looked like comets
in flight. Bottle caps, jelly fish eggs,
seaweed. Another collection of lures
linked to the french; un Pêche, la
Péche, Pécheur = Peach, Fishing,
fisherman/Sinner.
Yep fisherman are sinners!

The Norfolk story is so hilarious ha
ha ha Norfolk is a bit quirky right? I
went there on a bike trip with my sister and ex-girlfriend once, the whole
place is slightly dreamy but also got
something strange about it. in fact, i
remember writing as a kid in school a
story about a man who visits a village
in norfolk and the fish has 3 eyes
or covered with warts or something,
funny, just remembered that!

I was in Wells-next-the-sea-in-bloodynofolk, there's a crazy practice of crabing
from the side of the port. Crazy because
it's a sport and seems as essential as
fish'n'chips on a must-do experience
of the seaside. Mostly done, as far as i
can tell, to traumatise the crabs and little
kids. After catching ten or so the people
go a little bank to let them free, they
realease them all, however crabs then
have a 10m dash to get back to safety.
Whilst the circling guls pick them off oneby-one.

! I was walking yesterday in
the park watching someone
fishing and thought it would
be so cool if could make a
video to look like you had
caught a pair of sunglasses
and then they land straight
on your face.. and then look
at camera. could be a hit :)
and i think it could be done
really simply handheld..

another title: "Fickle fish"
Its funny also because I am trying to be
vegetarian these days (since leaving
Marseille in fact) but seem to find
myself eating fish more, which is quite
strange somehow. Its no better I think!
in fact even right now, i really crave
some fried fish.

ok more soon xx

Conversation feed between Liam Witter and Dan Walwin

